Abstract. We discuss emergence of geometrical scaling as a consequence of the nonlinear evolution equations of QCD, which generate a new dynamical scale, known as the saturation momentum: Q s . In the kinematical region where no other energy scales exist, particle spectra exhibit geometrical scaling (GS), i.e. they depend on the ratio p T /Q s , and the energy dependence enters solely through the energy dependence of the saturation momentum. We confront the hypothesis of GS in different systems with experimental data.
Introduction
In this report we present a concise analysis of GS, slightly extended with respect to the presentation given at the XLVI International Symposium on Multiparticle Dynamics. One can find more details in the original publications [1] - [4] and in the recent conference proceedings [5] , that cover the same topics.
In QCD we have basically two sets of evolution equations that describe the change of parton densities with decreasing resolution scale 1/Q 2 -DGLAP equations, or with growing energy (or equivalently with decreasing Bjorken x) -BFKL equation. In both cases the number of partons, or more precisely the number of gluons, is growing rapidly with the evolution variable. In the BFKL case however (since the average transverse size of gluons is fixed), we enter a regime where the partonic system is not dilute and the linear evolution breaks down. A modified BFKL equation that includes the non-linear terms is known as the Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) equation [6] . One of the consequences of the nonlinearities is the emergence of the so called saturation scale of the form [7, 8] :
Munier and Peschanski [8] draw an analogy between the BK equation and the time evolution of the wave front u(t, z) in one dimensional space variable z:
where O(∂/∂z) is a non-linear differential operator corresponding in QCD to the BK kernel. For a wide class of operators O and initial conditions for u, wave front u converges asymptotically to the traveling wave: 
Therefore the travelling wave corresponds to the scaling solution with the saturation momentum given by Eq. (1). In the following we shall check whether GS is present in different pieces of high energy data.
Deep inelastic scattering (DIS)
Geometrical scaling was first introduced in the context of DIS for F 2 (x)/Q 2 [9] . In Fig. 1 we plot
2 as a function of Q 2 (left panel) and in terms of the scaling variable τ = Q 2 /Q 2 s (x) for λ = 0.329 (right panel) for the combined HERA data [10] . Points of different colors correspond to different Bjorken x's. We see from Fig. 1 that DIS data scale very well with some exception in the right part of Fig. 1 .b. These points, however, correspond to large Bjorken x's where GS is supposed to break. Since the reduced cross-section in ep scattering (which is essentially proportional to F 2 /Q 2 ) is given as a convolution of the virtual photon wave function and an unintegrated gluon distribution of the proton ϕ p k 2 T , x , the fact the DIS data scale implies that ϕ p k
3 Inelastic p T spectra at the LHC The cross-section for not too hard gluon production in pp collisions can be described in the k T −factorization approach by the formula [11] :
where ϕ p denotes the unintegrated gluon distribution. Here x 1,2 = e ±y p T / √ s. In the following we shall assume that produced gluons are in the mid rapidity region (y 0), hence both Bjorken x's of colliding gluons are equal x 1 x 2 (denoted in the following as x).
Unintegrated gluon distributions have dimension of transverse area. We shall assume that -following our discussion of DIS -that they depend only on the ratio of the transverse momentum over the saturation scale
where φ is a dimensionless function. In the case of DIS S ⊥ = σ 0 is the dipole-proton cross-section for large dipoles [12] . In the case of heavy ion collisions S ⊥ is the transverse size of an overlap of two large nuclei for a given centrality class. In both cases one can assume that S ⊥ is energy independent (or weakly dependent). In that case
where
is a scaling variable and F (τ) is a function related to the integral of φ p 's. We follow here the parton-hadron duality hypothesis [13] , assuming that the charged particle spectra are on the average identical to the gluon spectra.
In Fig. 2 we plot ALICE pp data [14] in terms of p T (left panel) and in terms of the scaling variable τ (right panel) for λ = 0.32. We see that three different curves from the left panel in Fig. 2 overlap over some region if plotted in terms of √ τ. The exponent for which this happens over the largest interval of τ is λ = 0.32 [4] , which is the value compatible with our model independent analysis of the DIS data [1] .
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where the minimum bias cross-section σ MB (W) S ⊥ is energy-dependent. Nevertheless the multiplicity does scale, however for different value of the exponent (λ = 0.22 − 0.24), and over a smaller range of p T . This is discussed in more detail in Ref. [4] .
Electron-positron scattering
One of the obvious questions concerning pp scattering is whether the observed scaling is indeed a consequence of gluon saturation or whether it appears due to the properties of final state radiation that takes place before hadronization (note that by referring to the parton-hadron duality we have ignored possible effects of the QCD fragmentation functions). The best way to address this issue is to perform analogical analysis of the hadronic p T spectra in e + e − collisions where no GS is expected. To this end we shall use spectra published by TASSO collaboration [15] at W = √ s = 14, 22, 35 and 44 GeV. 1 One might argue that these energies are too small to reach a firm conclusion on GS in e + e − . However, in Ref. [16] we have analyzed pp scattering at even lower energies (6 -17 GeV) finding positive evidence of GS in the mid rapidity region.
In Fig. 4 ratios of multiplicity spectra
for the remaining three values of W are plotted in terms of the scaling variable √ τ for λ = 0 (note that in this case √ τ = p T ) and for λ = 0.32. In the left panel w see similar behaviour of R as in the pp ▲▲▲ ▲▲ ▲ ▲▲ ▲ ▲ ▲▲ ▲ ▲▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲
▲▲▲ ▲▲ ▲▲▲▲▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ case (see Fig. 3 .a), however in the right panel where we plot R for λ = 0.32 no GS is seen (compare with Fig. 3 .b).
Summary
In this short note we have argued that geometrical scaling is clearly seen in the DIS and pp data. In the latter case an observable that scales is the differential cross-section rather than the multiplicity distribution. Phenomenological analysis analogical to the one described here has been used to look for the effects of GS in pA and heavy ion collisions and in p T correlation with multiplicity [2] - [5] .
Most recently effects of the fluctuations of the saturation momentum in the pA collisions have been studied in Ref. [17] . Scaling violations that emerge in the kinematical limit when one of the Bjorken x's in (5) is close to unity, have been observed in Ref. [16] . Here, in Sect. 4, we have presented a new evidence that GS is not present in the spectra of particles produced in e + e − collisions. Although this has been theoretically expected, conclusions drawn from Fig. 4 support our main hypothesis that geometrical scaling seen in the experimental data is due to the saturation effects in the initial state of the colliding hadrons.
